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Midnight Texas
The best-selling action-Packed vampire stories from charlaine Harris's all coming true on the silver
screen. The main role in the highly anticipated series will perform Francois Arnaud. In the modern
crazy of the dominance of megacities and the ubiquitous GPS seems not remained completely hidden
from civilization places. It is unbelievable but this area there is the town of midnight, Texas. Here
along with the usual people live mystical creatures that painfully strong impact on people's lives and
not even averse to contact them more deeply. Some of the creatures are angels just waiting for a
convenient hour to hear about the human problem and then run to solve it. And the other from the
category of witches and wizards are able to completely spoil the life with them is better not to joke.
There are vampires who is to be feared. There is a serious problem consisting in the fact that few
people are able to distinguish the eyes from the ﬁrst second and from this place of confusion and
various incidents. For example it is likely without memory to fall in love with a sexy hottie that will be
a bloodthirsty vampire. The unusual atmosphere of the midnight is broken often visiting guests. Some
of them will remain in the hospitable town forever and their will and often without it. And no matter
how insistently poke here nose local police ﬁnd out about cases of disappearance or murders of
people they mysteries of the Texas settlements will never be disclosed. They will be revealed only to
people with an unusual Outlook on life who loves extreme sports and adventures and not afraid to
introduce something new, hitherto not seen. The pilot episode of the project midnight Texas was
launched on 13 may 2016, but after that, no new series. Fans of the sci-Fi series ﬁlmed in the genre of
horror ﬁlms already know that in early 2017 the ﬁlm will continue. But will there be a season 2 Back
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